HELLO ALL (The Group of 6,400+ and growing):

THE "CLIMATE EMERGENCY" FRAUD!
You may be asking yourself: "What is this? 0.04%?"

Well, 0.04% is what the "Climate Emergency" is all about! 0.04% is the percentage that carbon dioxide (CO2) is in the air around us - the atmosphere! CO2 is a trace gas that is ESSENTIAL for plant growth, on which human life depends! It is 1/25th of 1% of the atmosphere.

Our Federal Liberal Government wants us believe that a Carbon Tax is essential to reduce CO2 because CO2 may have increased from 0.035% to 0.04% over the last 50 years. To think that an essential trace gas is the cause of CLIMATE CHANGE is utterly ridiculous!! HOW STUPID DO THEY THINK WE ARE??

Finally someone is yelling: "The Emperor has no clothes!" This total scam is being perpetuated on us by the Liberals at the urging of their UN masters! And what do they do with the carbon tax money? They redistribute it to others! THAT MY FRIENDS IS PURE SOCIALISM AND HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH THE ENVIRONMENT!!

THE LIBERALS ARE INTENTIONALLY DESTROYING OUR RESOURCE SECTOR

The discussion of the Liberal government’s Bill C-48 (the West Coast oil tanker ban) and Bill C-69 (the no pipelines bill) will soon come to an end. The Senate will likely pass Bill C-48 against the recommendations of its own committee that studied the bill. And now the Trudeau government has stated that it will only accept a minority of the more than 180 amendments proposed by the Senate Committee to C-69.

If some politicians get their way (including Trudeau), there will be no resource development in Canada. While our Federal Government wants to stop Canada’s resource development, other countries are eagerly develop theirs. Canada has natural resources that are the envy of the world!

Norway, a climate leader, has been busily developing its offshore oil and gas reserves. Elsewhere around the world, resource development is proceeding at great speed. But NOT in Canada. Others know that world oil consumption (currently at 100 million barrels per day) is not declining and will
not for years to come. Look at the oil and gas development in our key trading partner, the USA. It is now self-sufficient! Therefore, we ask why Canada is imposing high-cost policies (e.g., the carbon tax) on our economy? Investment in our resource industries has now dried up with all of the uncertainty that the Federal Government has created. THIS MUST END NOW!


TRUDEAU: THE ONE TO BLAME FOR OUR NATIONAL CRISIS

Justin Trudeau recently blamed six premiers who sent him a letter protesting Bills C-69 and C-4 (which place new environmental restrictions on pipelines and other resource-based projects) for creating a national unity crisis. Who is he kidding? His approach to federalism (“do as I say, or else”) is the REAL problem. And Trudeau is doubling down, stating: “I think it’s absolutely irresponsible for conservative premiers to be threatening our national unity if they don’t get their way.”

However, Mr. Trudeau is the one threatening our national unity! Trudeau has returned to the bad habit of trying to use Ottawa’s influence and spending power to bend the provinces to his will, this time on environmental issues. Some people think that Canada can’t move forward unless Ottawa sets and enforces national standards. This is wrong. Federal intrusions into areas of provincial jurisdiction only lead to provinces in revolt. One way or another, Mr. Trudeau’s carbon tax will fail.

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/politics/article-trudeau-is-to-blame-for-national-unity-crisis-over-pipelines/

RAGE IN THE CANADIAN FEDERATION

In the history of Alberta, we have not encountered such widespread rage. The rest of Canada is largely unaware of this. Quebec’s historic grievances have been culturally related to a large degree, but also linked to (alleged) promises going back 150 years and never missing a chance to lever ‘past promises’ to a better economic deal.
Alberta's rage is from a much different base: touching a very significant part of the population in its job security, its pocketbook and its sense of fairness. Edmonton is more insulated from the effects of the Federal and B.C. actions, partly due to the massive growth in public sector employment there at all levels, so it suffers to a lesser degree from the kind of gutting that can be seen every day in Calgary.

In the rest of Alberta, there are tens of thousands of layoffs, empty office towers (literally) and people who have been looking for jobs for a couple years, including the kids of many that we all went to University with. Investment and the job creation has dried up, as have the hard-earned reputation Alberta worked to develop since the 1960s, of a great place to trust with one's capital.

But Trudeau just keeps on with his disastrous and ugly policies that he tries to continually put lipstick on. These policies have been pushed by US foundations that have brilliantly landlocked Alberta's oil, making the US our only customer, for decades.

In Edmonton in recent days, there have been two very large, expensive, thoughtfully designed separatist billboards and that sentiment will only ramp up from here if Trudeau and Horgan stay in power. To a far greater degree than in the NEP days, if the federal government does not change AND if constitutional reforms (in attitudes and hopefully specific amendments) don’t occur, our country will be split. Scheer’s idea of a permanent easement for utilities across all provinces would be a good start. But only a start.

Cries of 'silly, impractical, could never work' will not be heeded by the many deeply frustrated Albertans if this treatment continues. The underlying principles of constitutional fairness & freedom from economic obstructionism are not only absent at present, they are worsening.

Although there are few tangible signs of willingness to make needed change by two provinces and the Federal government at present, it is encouraging to see polls show that a majority IN EVERY PROVINCE favor pipelines to the coastal zones. We hope that the majority will prevail in driving the necessary but urgently needed changes. *"Same old" will not work any more.*
OUR READERS' COMMENTS SECTION

1. From Calgary Reader, Paul Saks:

"New Anthem Emerges From the Grassroots"

Sweet Strong Alberta
This Proud and Vibrant Land
Bestowed on us by Soldiers Brave
Their Values guide our hands

We stand as Pawns for no one
Who would trample on our goals
Steal the Fruits of Enterprise
Whose Acts would taint our souls

Sweet Strong Alberta
We are finally Free!!
A Nation fresh and Vital
At Peace in Unity……..

2. From a Reader: I wish I could return in 50 years to read about how Canadians finally woke up and realized how the Trudeau Liberals destroyed Canada’s potential prosperity and moved individual freedoms further away from all of us. If everyone watched the recent TV documentary series CHERNOBYL, they’d give up on any trends to socialism….which only really works in theory. I hope you heard Trudeau fumble over his personal use of plastics at his news conference yesterday….Michelle Rempel did.

3. From a Reader: Here is a great new video: "Exposing the Fatal Flaws of Bill C-69: Tar Sands Campaign Strikes Again". Please share widely! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xzihYzxxWmQ&feature=youtu.be

4. From a Reader (in Winnipeg): It is possible that Trudeau finally ‘gets it’. Provinces outside of central Canada are fed up with central governance that impoverishes them. The PM’s angry demeanor and words look like an aristocrat’s reaction to news that the household staff has declared a strike.

"The fundamental job of any Canadian prime minister is to hold this country
The fundamental job of any Canadian prime minister is to hold this country together, to gather us together and move forward in the right way.” Expressing anger at six premiers on television rather than making an attempt to negotiate an amicable resolution is a strange way to “gather us together”. The petulance is inappropriate and divisive. Provinces are not going to ‘knuckle under’ to imperious decrees from Ottawa.

Trudeau, for the first time, is frightened. Premiers are rebelling. Worse, Ontario is in the mix. Those premiers represent 21.7 million Canadians, nearly 60% of the population. If one more province joins the group, it will have the power to force constitutional amendments. Seven provinces with over 50% of the population can either toss or substantially change the hated equalization clause, dump the Senate or change the Senate representation to 6 senators per province. Trudeau may regret bypassing Ford and Ontario to deal directly with Toronto. That arrogance has put federal authority in serious jeopardy.

ADDITIONAL READING/ VIEWING

In closing, here is additional information on the problems we are facing and the need for us to take remedial action immediately to right our sinking ship.

1. COMMENTS FROM A QUEBEC SENATOR ON BILL C-48 - READ WHAT HE HAD TO SAY!!

2. DANIELLE SMITH: TRUDEAU IS BLOCKING ALBERTA FROM SAVING THE PLANET
https://www.icloud.com/photos/#0W9p6wnqUwAOsSlBuyXP3qxMw

3. THE UN ADMITS THAT THE PARIS CLIMATE DEAL WAS A FRAUD
https://www.investors.com/politics/editorials/the-un-admits-that-the-paris-climate-deal-was-a-fraud/

4. SENATE COMMITTEE REPORT CALLS BILL C-48 “DESTRUCTIVE” TO CANADIAN FEDERALISM

5. IS TRUDEAU LEADING US TO CIVIL WAR?
ACTION ALBERTA - WHO WE ARE

We are a group of deeply concerned, unpaid Alberta resident volunteers. Our work is intended to educate, inform and motivate all Canadians to be visible and vocal regarding the unequal, unfair and discriminatory treatment of Alberta by our Federal Government. Alberta’s energy sector is the most important driver of the Canadian economy and its health directly impacts the standard of living of every Canadian. Unfortunately, that is not happening under our current Federal government!

Please share this email with your contacts so we can turn this unfair, inequitable, unjustifiable travesty around for the good of all Canadians. If you would like to submit information or articles, please send them to me.

Thank you for ALL of your support and interest!

Bob
Robert J. Iverach, Q.C.
Calgary, Alberta
biverach@mac.com

Ken
Ken Wilson
Calgary, Alberta
kenfwilson@icloud.com

If you wish to receive our emails, please email me at biverach@mac.com stating "Subscribe".

If you do not wish to receive them, please email me at biverach@mac.com stating "Unsubscribe", but only if you really mean it!!.
If you are an elected representative of any level of Government, you have a fiduciary responsibility and a moral obligation to hear constituent voices about the problems facing Canada and the Canadian energy and equalization/transfer payment crisis.

NOTE: Our website disclaimer applies to all our Alberta Action activities.